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Abstract—This paper presents the development of a real-
time T&D co-simulation testbed for simulating large grids
under high DER penetration. By integrating bulk power system,
distribution feeders, and distributed energy resources (DER)
models into one simulation environment, the testbed enables the
performance analysis and validation of DER management sys-
tems (DERMS) algorithms. This work proposes a co-simulation
timestep sequence for the cross-platform data exchange and
time synchronization, with a communication framework based
on MQTT communication protocol. The proposed strategy is
tested with a 5,000 buses model of part of the North American
bulk power system (BPS) and a 9,500 nodes distribution feeder
model obtained from a local utility. Simulations are carried
out to demonstrate the capability of the proposed framework
to propagate events between the transmission and distribution
models. Results are used to quantify how the co-simulation
timestep size can affect the propagation of dynamics between
the models.

Index Terms—Co-simulation, DER, Grid services, real-time
simulation, transient stability.

I. INTRODUCTION

In 2020, the Federal Energy Regulation Commission
(FERC) approved Order 2222, envisioning the development
of the future grid, in which distributed energy resources
(DERs) can participate in wholesale energy markets through
aggregators. This new rule, in effect since February 2022,
allows DERs to be organized and controlled to provide grid
services, improving the grid flexibility and resilience [1].
Moreover, to increase the interoperability of DERs, the IEEE
standard 1547-2018 [2] requires every DER to provide basic
grid-support functionalities (GSFs) such as frequency-watt and
volt-var droop response, disturbance ride through, and so forth.
Consequently, there has been a growing interest from both
transmission and distribution operators to utilize utility-scale
and behind-the-meter (BTM) DERs to provide grid services
[3], [4].

In [5], Aminul et al. introduce a DER management system
(DERMS) for enabling BTM solar co-located with other DERs
to provide bulk power system (BPS) and distribution system
services to improve system reliability and economic efficiency.
Figure 1 displays an overview of the proposed strategy, in
which transmission and distribution operators coordinate to
request grid services. As shown in the figure, utility-scale
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DERs and/or multiple individual BTM DERs are managed
by local controllers, which are then combined together by
aggregators. Thus, the aggregator can be used to provide
services to grid operators and/or wholesale market operators.

Since BPS-level grid services provision by BTM DERs
impact distribution, and vice-versa, T&D co-simulations are
an attractive approach for validating their performance both
in steady-state and/or dynamic studies. Cross-platform co-
simulation techniques are an active research topic that has
significantly advanced in recent years [6], [7]. In [8], Jain
et al. conduct an extensive review of T&D co-simulation
approaches found in the literature, observing that there is still
no consensus on what approach should be adopted across the
industry. Moreover, co-simulation in real-time presents more
challenging aspects due to the needs for real-time synchroniza-
tion and operating the system without overruns, which occur
when the model takes longer than its real-time timestep to
calculate the next iteration solution [9]. To address the data

Fig. 1. DERMS framework proposed in [5] as part of the ‘Enable BTM DER-
provided Grid Services that Maximize Customer Grid Benefits’ (ENGAGE)
project.

exchange and time synchronization challenges of real-time co-
simulations, in this work, we present the development of a
real-time T&D co-simulation testbed that combines transient
stability (TS) models of large BPS, quasi-static time-series
(QSTS) models of multiple distribution feeders, and DER
models developed to provide GSFs in accordance to grid
standards [2], [10]. The coupling is performed via MQTT
communication protocol, particularly useful for internet of
things (IoT) applications [11]. The contributions of this work
to the literature are summarized as follows.
• Presents the development of a real-time T&D co-
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simulation testbed that enables the performance analysis
and validation of DERMS algorithms.

• Analyzes the propagation of dynamics between the trans-
mission and distribution models with the proposed co-
simulation communication architecture.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Co-simulation Coupling and Architecture

The co-simulation structure is presented in Fig. 2. The
system consists of (i) a section of the Eastern Interconnection
Transmission System (EITS), containing 33 GW of generation
and over 5,000 buses ranging from 69 to 765 kV, (ii) realistic
distribution feeder models obtained from local utilities with
loads in the range of thousands of MW and over 9000 nodes
each, and (iii) controllable devices including photovoltaic
(PV), energy storage (ES), water heaters, and HVAC. The
TS model of the EITS is simulated in a TS-type real-time
simulator (RTS), the distribution feeder models (originally
built in Milsoft) are simulated in the distribution system
simulator (DSS), and the DERs are implemented by a stand-
alone DER simulator software responsible for calculating their
corresponding PQ injections based on grid information at their
point of interconnection (POI) and the GSF enabled for each
device.

Fig. 2. Proposed T&D co-simulation framework.

B. Data Exchange and Time Synchronization

The co-simulation communication architecture, based on
MQTT communication protocol, is encapsulated by functions
written in Python programming language, which enable cross-
platform data exchange within a single system and can be scal-
able across multiple computational architecture. Note MQTT
is a Client-Server publish/subscribe messaging transport pro-
tocol ideal for IoT applications due to its light weight and easy
implementation [12]. By providing a simplified abstraction
mechanism to create lightweight and agnostic communication
packets for asynchronous data exchange, the MQTT protocol
allows (i) reliable data delivery, (ii) data broadcasting to a
group of devices with relative ease, and (iii) proven scalability
with millions of devices.

In the proposed architecture, the RTS and DSS are simulated
as standalone MQTT client applications that can publish and
subscribe measurement data. The RTS and DSS clients are tied

to the MQTT server (also referred to as the broker) closing
the data-exchange communication loop. The broker serves as
the central hub for handling all MQTT messages from its
connected clients, receiving and broadcasting the messages to
the appropriate clients over a network.

The coupling between the different simulation tools, dis-
played in Fig. 2, is implemented as follows. First, the RTS
(on the left) operates as the co-simulation master controller,
dictating the global timestamp, and initializing the opera-
tion of each co-simulation timestep. The timestamp reference
from the RTS is synchronized with the MQTT Server using
communication adapter functions built in Python, which are
ran in an external computer. Next, measurement information
consisting of voltage and frequency at a POI in the EITS
model are sent from the RTS to the DSS, whereas active
and reactive power load consumption from the feeder(s) head
(simulated in the DSS) are sent back as spot loads to the EITS
model (simulated in RTS). Then, at the beginning of each
co-simulation timestep, the RTS client updates the voltage
and frequency measurements as well as simulation time from
each DER’s defined POI and publishes the data to the MQTT
broker. Once the data is received by the broker, it notifies the
DSS client as well as the stand-alone DER simulator client
(subscribers).

During real-time operation, the DSS and stand-alone DER
simulator clients will work in tandem to perform: (i) an
unbalanced power flow (PF) to find the new optimal operating
points of the distribution system, and (ii) solve for the new
DER power injections based on the power flow solution and
their corresponding GSFs settings. The results from the DSS
client are then published back to the RTS client via MQTT
broker and the co-simulation loop is completed. It is worth
mentioning that the implementation details for the real-time
data exchange and time synchronization in development for
this testbed will be presented in detail in future works.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the following simulation results:
(A) dynamics propagation delay that highlights how events
propagate between the BPS and the distribution feeders; (B)
frequency spectrum propagation limits, in which we demon-
strate how the co-simulation timestep can limit the maximum
frequency of events propagating between the platforms; (C)
co-simulation loop delay, and (D) DER interconnection dy-
namics.

A small prototype of the real-time T&D co-simulation
testbed is built for obtaining results (A) and (B). As dis-
played in Fig. 3, the prototype consists of a voltage source
representing the transmission system connected via a pi-line
to a controllable load representing the distribution system.
The simplification is made to focus on the data exchange and
time synchronization features. This is because those results
are related to the propagation limits associated with the co-
simulation timestep, and are independent from the size of the
transmission and distribution systems. Three versions of the
prototype model are built for comparing the results: (i) with



the proposed co-simulation platform, (ii) entirely in the RT
simulator, and (iii) entirely in the DSS.

Fig. 3. Prototype built for tests (A) and (B).

For simulation results (C) and (D), the 5,000 nodes TS-
type RTS model of the EITS is co-simulated with a 9,500
nodes distribution feeder DSS model (Fig. 2). The BPs model
utilizes 10 cores to run in real-time without overruns with a
5 ms timestep. More details on the parallelized simulation are
discussed in [13]. The distribution feeders are simulated in
DSS in an external computer.

A. Dynamics Propagation Delay

This test is divided into two scenarios. In the first, the volt-
age reference of the transmission bus to which the distribution
feeder is connected to is configured to perform a step change
at the same moment when the co-simulation timestep occurs.
Then, we analyze the voltage at the transmission-distribution
point of common coupling (V-PCC) and the active power
consumed by the distribution system (P-Dx). Figure 4 com-
pares the results for the distribution feeder load consumption
between the prototype models.

Fig. 4. Impact of co-simulation loop delay on the propagation of dynamics
between the TS-type RTS and the DSS: (a) Voltage in scenario 1; (b) Load
active power in scenario 1; (c) Voltage in scenario 2; (d) Load active power
in scenario 2.

As shown in Fig. 4b, the P-Dx obtained from the co-
simulation setup displays a 1-second delay when compared to
its counterparts built entirely in the RTS or entirely in the DSS.
This happens because the voltage reference step occurred when
the transmission data had already been transmitted via UDP
to the distribution simulation in DSS, causing the distribution
system to only receive the updated PCC voltage in the next co-
simulation timestep. In the second scenario, the PCC voltage
reference is configured to perform the step change 0.1 second
before the next co-simulation timestep. Figure 4d shows that,
in this case, the propagation delay between the transmission
and distribution was reduced to 0.1 second. This demonstrates
the maximum delay that may occur for the propagation of
dynamics between the RTS and DSS is proportional to the
co-simulation closed-loop delay, which should be designed as
small as possible without causing overruns.

B. Frequency Spectrum Propagation Limits

For scenario 3, we analyze the frequency spectrum prop-
agation limits of the dynamics between the transmission and
distribution simulations. In this case, the voltage magnitude of
the transmission voltage source is modulated by a sinusoidal
waveform of 0.1 p.u. magnitude and 0.25 Hz frequency.
Figures 5a and 5b show the voltage and load consumption,
respectively. From the results it can be seen how the voltage
dynamics are able to propagate to the distribution system,
directly affecting the feeder load consumption.

Fig. 5. Frequency spectrum propagation limits between the TS-type RTS and
the DSS: (a) Voltage in scenario 3; (b) Load active power in scenario 3; (c)
Voltage in scenario 4; (d) Load active power in scenario 4.

Next, for scenario 4, the modulated sinusoidal waveform
frequency is increased from 0.25 to 1 Hz. Results are dis-
played in Figs. 5c and 5d. In this case, the voltage at the
transmission bus properly follows the reference; however, the
load consumed by the distribution system (Fig. 5) is not able
to track the waveform from the co-simulation, causing its
results to divergence from the results obtained when simulating
the entire scenario within RTS. That occurred because the



modulation signal applied to the voltage reference had a
frequency value above the maximum frequency spectrum that
could propagate between the domains.

It is found that the limit frequency for the propagation of
events between the transmission and distribution models is
lesser than half the frequency of the co-simulation timestep,
e.g., (f < 0.5/Ts). This highlights the need for reducing the
co-simulation timestep as possible.

C. Closed-loop Delay Distribution

It is important to design the co-simulation closed-loop
timestep to be larger than the time it takes for the DSS power
flow to converge after N iterations. More specifically, the co-
simulation timestep must be always larger than the closed-loop
delay between the RTS and the DSS. Figure 6 demonstrates
the distribution of the time required to complete steps (1) to (5)
from the co-simulation timestep sequence for 10 minutes of
operation. Note the test is carried out with the EITS integrated
with a 9,500 nodes distribution system with 1000 DERs.

Fig. 6. Statistics of closed-loop delay collected over 10 minutes of operation.

Results demonstrate that the co-simulation closed-loop de-
lay requires an average of 80 ms and a maximum value
considerably below the co-simulation timestep of 1 second,
hence achieving the co-simulation platform requirements.

D. DER Interconnection Dynamics

Next, we present some preliminary results for the intercon-
nection of 1000 BTM DERs to the 9,500 nodes distribution
feeder. Figure 7 shows voltage RMS transients at the trans-
mission bus connected to the feeder head (simulated in a TS-
type RTS) caused by the connection/disconnection of DERs
to/from the distribution feeder (simulated in the DSS). First,
around t = 13 seconds, the DERs are disconnected, and we can
observe a voltage drop of approximately 0.013 p.u., displayed
in Fig. 7. Then, around second 27, the DERs are reconnected
to the system, boosting the feeder head voltage back to its
previous state. Note the dynamics are fast in this scenario
because (i) they are purely electrical (no motor loads were
included), and (ii) the DERs update their output in steps (no
ramp rate effect included). The results demonstrate how events

occurring at the distribution level can propagate via the co-
simulation communication architecture (Fig. 2) to impact the
voltage of a bus at the transmission level. Tests including ramp
rate and motor load will be executed in future work.

Fig. 7. Transients during DER connection/disconnection events: (a) RMS
positive sequence voltage amplitude, (b) phase angle

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present the development of a real-
time T&D co-simulation framework for simulating large
grids under high penetration of DERs. The system utilizes
MQTT protocol for the co-simulation data exchange and
time-synchronization. Results demonstrate that depending on
the moment an event occurs, there can be a delay up to
the co-simulation timestep for the dynamics to propagate
from one simulation software to another. Furthermore, it was
demonstrated that the maximum frequency spectrum that can
be analyzed by the platform is determined by half the size of
the co-simulation timestep. We also demonstrate the dynamics
propagation to the EITS model from interconnecting 1000
DERs to a 9,500 distribution feeder. In future work, the testbed
will be used to analyze the impacts of substituting large
synchronous generators from the EITS by distributed BTM
DERs capable of providing grid services.
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